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Retirement of Sanford Kadish

Michael S. Mooret

It is an honor as well as a pleasure to contribute a few words on the
occasion of Sanford Kadish's retirement from Boalt Hall. It has been a
wonderful privilege to have Sandy as a friend and a colleague (both on
the faculty of Boalt and in the larger jurisprudence community) and to
have felt his influence on my own work and on my behalf. I cannot
repay that debt by whatever I say here, but perhaps I can take up a
challenge Sandy put to me years ago when I was publicly commenting on
one of his papers. I had told him beforehand that my comments would
include so much praise that it might embarrass him, and his reply was
that "he could take it." He did take it-in fact, he took it so well that it
leaves me with the challenge of trying again.

Sandy is now, and has long been, the dean of American criminal law
academicians. He is rightly regarded as America's foremost scholar of
the criminal law, an eminence earned by his coauthorship of America's
leading criminal law casebook, ' his sole editorship of the only compre-
hensive encyclopedia on criminal law,2 a stream of influential articles and
books on many topics of criminal law theory,3 and an unbroken series of
prestigious lectures and papers on criminal law that he has delivered

t Leon Meltzer Professor of Law, University of Pennsylvania. Formerly Professor of Law,
Boalt Hall School of Law, University of California, Berkeley.

1. S. KADISH & S. SCHULHOFER, CRIMINAL LAW AND ITS PROCESSES: CASES AND

MATERIALS (5th ed. 1989).
2. ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CRIME AND JUSTICE (S. Kadish ed. 1983).

3. See, e.g., M. KADISH & S. KADISH, DISCRETION TO DISOBEY: A STUDY OF LAWFUL

DEPARTURES FROM LEGAL RULES (1973). Many but not all of the articles are collected in S.
KADISH, BLAME AND PUNISHMENT: ESSAYS IN THE CRIMINAL LAW (1987).
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around the world. I shall say a word about each of these before turning
to another aspect of Sandy's career.

It is difficult to think of a casebook in another major field of law that
has shaped the field itself as much as Criminal Law and Its Processes,
Cases and Materials has shaped the field of criminal law-perhaps at one
time Hart and Wechsler's Federal Courts, but there are no contemporary
comparisons. The casebook's organization of the subject, its framing of
the issues, even the very cases and examples it selects, have dominated
the way criminal law is taught and thought about in the law schools of
this country. For example, one of the leading hornbooks on criminal law
reads like a commentary on Criminal Law and Its Processes, discussing
the casebook's ideas and examples in detail.4 Even those who are quite
skeptical of the notion that criminal law makes any sense use the book's
cases and examples to make their skeptical points.'

The casebook is and has long been the most often selected casebook
in criminal law, but even that fact understates the dominance of the book
amongst theoretically oriented criminal law professors. The reasons jus-
tifying this prominence are apparent to those of us who regularly teach
criminal law from the casebook: it is theoretical in its orientation,
sophisticated in its selection of theoretical materials, carefully organized
to display the connection of theory to practical concerns, penetrating in
its questions and textual notes,6 and analytically clear. As a result, the
casebook is a sourcebook for theoreticians interested in the criminal law
as much as it is a casebook for pedagogical purposes.7

Equally dominant in the criminal law field is Sandy's comprehensive
encyclopedia of criminal law.' Like Paul Edwards' much acclaimed
philosophical encyclopedia,9 Sandy's lacks the dry, noncontroversial, and
thus tediously neutral tone that one often associates with the word
"encyclopedia." The articles it contains were written by committed
scholars who had their own points of view on the topics that they
addressed. Because these scholars were also the leading lights in criminal
law scholarship, the resulting encyclopedia is a large-scale contribution
to knowledge and not simply a summary of points too obvious or too
bland to draw controversy.

Sandy's numerous articles defy any brief description of their con-

4. J. DRESSLER, UNDERSTANDING CRIMINAL LAW (1987).
5. See, eg., Kelman, Interpretative Construction in the Substantive Criminal Law, 33 STAN. L.

REV. 591 (1981).
6. See, for example, the particularly clear note on the common law concepts of specific intent

and general intent in S. KADISH & S. SCHULHOFER, supra note 1, at 229-31.
7. For an example of the casebook used as a sourcebook, see the references to it in my own

book, M. MOORE, ACT AND CRIME (forthcoming 1992). See also J. MURPHY & J. COLEMAN,
PHILOSOPHY OF LAW (rev. ed. 1990).

8. ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CRIME AND JUSTICE, supra note 2.
9. THE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PHILOSOPHY (P. Edwards ed. 1967).
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tent. There is a liberal, progressive spirit animating all of them that
reminds me of the work of Sandy's predecessors in criminal law theory:
Jeremy Bentham and Herbert Hart. Like Bentham and Hart, Sandy
eschews both rehabilitative and retributive theories of the general aim of
criminal law, maintaining that punishment is an evil to the individual
who suffers it, an evil that can only be justified by its bringing about a
greater good to society. 10 Sandy has long defended a liberal theory of
legislation, again like Bentham and Hart, although Sandy urges the
restraint on criminalization on the practical grounds that we gain too
little in criminalizing victimless crimes (such as many sex offenses) to
justify the costs of enforcing such criminal statutes." These practical
arguments have a normative force that is independent of the truth of a
harm principle or any other principle of liberty.

Sandy also shares the rationalist faith of Bentham and Hart that
criminal law doctrines either already do or can be made to cohere both
with one another and with the demands of morality. This faith in a
rational structure to criminal law is evident in Sandy's demonstration of
how criminal law's accomplice liability doctrines fit around criminal
law's proximate cause doctrines, so that accomplice liability begins where
principal liability ceases (because of a second actor's intervening, crimi-
nal action).' 2 Such faith is also displayed in Sandy's arrangement of the
doctrines of excuse so as to illustrate their common core.' I The rational-
ist vision of the criminal law is perhaps most evident in Sandy's continua-
tion of the great project that Bentham began: the systematic codification
of the criminal law. Not only has Sandy tried his hand at recodifica-
tion,' 4 but he has continued to be interested in the history of the codifica-
tion movement in the criminal law.' 5

10. For examples of this theory, see S. KADISH & S. SCHULHOFER, supra note 1, at 187-88,
323-27; Kadish, The Decline of Innocence, 26 CAMBRIDGE L.J. 273 (1968).

11. Kadish, The Crisis of Overcriminalization, 374 ANNALS AM. ACAD. PO. & Soc. Sci. 157
(1967); Kadish, Some Observations on the Use of Criminal Sanctions in Enforcing Economic
Regulations, 30 U. CHI. L. REv. 423 (1963). For a debate on this theory of practicality, see Junker,
Criminalization and Criminogenesis, 19 UCLA L. REv. 697 (1972); Kadish, More on
Overcriminalization: A Reply to Professor Junker, 19 UCLA L. REv. 719 (1972); Skolnick,
Criminalization and Criminogenesis A Reply to Professor Junker, 19 UCLA L. REv. 715 (1972). As
my predecessor in criminal law at Penn, Lou Schwartz, made clear, these sorts of practical
arguments convinced the drafters of the highly influential Model Penal Code to eliminate many
"morals" offenses from their Proposed Official Draft. See Schwartz, Morals Offenses and the Model
Penal Code, 63 COLUM. L. REv. 669 (1963).

12. See Kadish, Complicity, Cause and Blame: A Study in the Interpretation of Doctrine, 73
CALIF. L. REv. 323 (1985). A shorter version of this piece appears as A Theory of Complicity, in
ISSUES IN CONTEMPORARY LEGAL PHILOSOPHY: THE INFLUENCE OF H.L.A. HART (R. Gavison
ed. 1987).

13. See Kadish, Excusing Crime, 75 CALIF. L. REv. 257 (1987).
14. See CALIF. JOINT LEGISLATIVE COMM. FOR REVISION OF THE PENAL CODE, PENAL

CODE REVISION PROJECT (1968).
15. See Kadish, Act and Omission, Mens Rea, and Complicity: Approaches to Codification, 1
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Despite sharing the Benthamite zeal for system and rigor in the
criminal law, Sandy's articles also display a contrasting virtue, that of
openness to the complexity of the data. One of Sandy's preoccupations
over the past two decades has been the profound moral questions of life
and death-euthanasia and other forms of (arguably) justified homicide,
abortion, terrorist countermeasures, suicide, and the like. 6 On these
issues Sandy is something of a pluralist about the moral principles that
should govern both personal decisions and institutional designs, for he
does not attempt to resolve the basic tension between consequentialist
and deontological views of morality. He does not adopt such pluralism
because he is opposed to unifying and systematic resolutions here as else-
where, but because the moral data-at least without being forced-
appear to him too rich to yield such generalizations. A voyager on the
sea of ideas, Sandy reports the terrain as he finds it, not as his theoretical
predilections tell him it should be.17

Sandy's scholarly contributions have not been limited to the crimi-
nal law. He and his brother Mortimer (who is also a philosopher)
coauthored an article18 and a book19 on the central jurisprudential topic
of civil disobedience and the obligations of officials and citizens to obey
the law. In an article written early in his career, Sandy also displayed his
natural law leanings, criticizing the Supreme Court's due process inter-
pretations for their slighting of critical morality in favor of an undue
deference to moral conventions.20 He has also authored a classic piece
on the now-much-discussed criminal procedure topic of sentencing.2

Despite these and other scholarly interests, however, Sandy's focus has
been on substantive criminal law.

CRIM. L.F. 65 (1989); Kadish, The ModelPenal Code'sHistoricaldntecedents, 19 RUTGERs L.J. 521
(1988); Kadish, Introduction to A PENAL CODE PREPARED BY THE INDIAN LAW CoMMIsSIONERS
(spec. ed. 1987) (adapted from Kadish, Codifiers of the Criminal Law: Wechsler's Predecessors, 78
COLUM. L. REV. 1098 (1978)).

16. See Kadish, Letting Patients Die: Legal and Moral Reflections, 80 CALIF. L. REV.

(forthcoming 1992) (festschrift for Joel Feinberg); S. Kadish, The Goetz Case: The Limits of Self-
Defense, Lecture delivered at Hokkaigakuen University (June 9, 1989), in 25 HOKKAIGAKUEN L.J.
138 (1990). Kadish, Torture, the State and the Individual, 23 ISRAEL L. REv. 345 (1989); Kadish,
Respectfor Life and Regard for Rights in the Criminal Law, 64 CALIF. L. REv. 871 (1976).

17. This openness to the data is also evident in Kadish's excuses paper, supra note 13, for in
that paper he allows administrative practicality to assume a role that strict doctrinaire adherence to
the principle of fairness in punishments would not sanction.

18. Kadish & Kadish, On Justified Rule Departures by Officials, 59 CALIF. L. REv. 905 (1971).
19. M. KADISH & S. KADISH, supra note 3.
20. Kadish, Methodology and Criteria in Due Process Adjudication-A Survey and Criticism,

66 YALE L.J. 319 (1957). Although Sandy and I have used this article along with some of my own
natural law writings in the seminars that we have cotaught for judges, he tells me that he gave up
such natural law leanings when he "put away childish things," assuring me that I too will see the
light when I reach maturity.

21. Kadish, Legal Norm and Discretion in the Police and Sentencing Process, 75 HARV. L.
REV. 904 (1962).
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